ALLEN MARINE & ALASKAN DREAM CRUISES
[ALASKA’S] VALUE, MEASURED BY DIRECT RETURNS IN MONEY RECEIVED FROM TOURISTS, WILL BE ENORMOUS.” —HENRY GANNETT
50 YEARS OF EXPLORATION AND INNOVATION

Photo from the Barry Washington Collection
Chart of Yakutat Bay
Experience the raw power of Hubbard, North America’s largest tidewater glacier, from the deck of a small expedition vessel.
Kruzof Explorer
a former Bering Sea crab boat
Elegant theater room in the former crab hold
Alaskan Dream Cruises

AMT-operated Zodiac Tour Vessels Throughout SE AK
Alaskan Dream Cruises

70+ CRUISE/TOUR VESSELS

AMT-operated Zodiac Tour Vessels Throughout SE AK
Allen Marine & Affiliates
400 seasonal employees
150 full time employees
150 full time employees
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“The people who live and work here are your guides”
This new position will provide the technical and social support necessary to grow the capacity of rural residents of Southeast Alaska to benefit from the visitor industry.

The primary focus of the Catalyst will be to empower Alaska Native communities in engaging with the visitor industry and achieving vibrant economies while conserving their homelands for future generations.
$5 from each 2020 Alaskan Dream Cruises booking to rural Southeast Alaska school activities
GEORGE INLET CANNERY
ALASKA CULINARY EXPERIENCE & EVENING WHALE QUEST
SITKA HOVERCRAFT ADVENTURE & RAINFOREST EXPLORATION
ALLEN MARINE & ALASKAN DREAM CRUISES